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Nurturing the
next generation
of scientists in
Federal Way

Changes to standards
District prepares for
common core transition

W

hen Washington State begins testing
on Common Core State Standards
(CCSS) in 2014-2015, Federal Way Public
Schools will be ready, thanks to our previous
transition to a standards-based education
system.

I

f it seems like science is suddenly big news
again, you’re right. Daily news reports compare
American kids’ skills in math and science
to those of students in other countries, often
unfavorably. The projected shortage of science
and engineering graduates in the U.S. has also
been well documented.

Common Core State Standards are part of
a state-led national initiative. Washington
joined the vast majority of states in adopting
the standards in July, 2011.
Like the standards the district implemented
as part of SBE, the Common Core State
Standards are a set of learning expectations
that progress logically from kindergarten
through 12th grade. They create clear
expectations for what students should know
and be able to do in key areas: reading,
writing, speaking and listening, language
and mathematics.

Science is a core subject, one that all students
are required to study at some level. But a
culture-wide excitement about science, the kind
that was generated by the Space Race in the
1960s and ’70s, admittedly has been lacking
in recent years.
But, behind the scenes, there’s been a lot of
work going on to bring science to the forefront
of the public and policymakers’ attention
again and—more importantly—to stimulate
students’ interest and participation.

A committee made up of preschool through
12th grade (P-12) teachers and district
staff began meeting in the fall of 2012 to
prioritize the district-established power
standards and to align them to the Common
Core State Standards.

For kids, science can be a great adventure,
one that they joyfully and willingly embark
on. The key, says FWPS K-12 Science Program Specialist Sharon
Norton, is to engage students in meaningful science learning
experiences that inspire their natural curiosity and build
foundational knowledge and skills.
One approach is the project-based learning model, which connects
students’ learning to their local communities as they explore a
system, ask questions, and look at problems within that system.
Tackling real problems related to the natural and human-built
world creates relevance for students, who develop problem-solving
and critical thinking skills that will enable them to engage in
public discussions and learn more about science outside school.
It’s widely agreed that, for the U.S. to remain an economic and
technological leader, effective science, technology, engineering
and math education is critical. Across the district, schools are
incorporating creative science activities to help bring out the
scientist in students. Read more about them in this issue.

For more information about Common Core
State Standards, visit www.k12.wa.us/
CoreStandards/.
For more information about what parents
can do at home and what will be taught at
each grade level, go to www.fwps.org/
cur/sbe/ccss.
Top: Math and Science Academy at Saghalie
students work with community member
Stan Palmquist to analyze a water sample
taken from Puget Sound at Redondo Beach.
Bottom: Students study a salmon fry prior to
releasing it in the Hylebos Waterway.
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‘Next Generation’
science standards just
around the corner

T
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Science standards

he transition to common core
standards in English language
arts and math is a major focus of
educators. But there’s another change
on the horizon, the introduction of
science standards. Developed by
leading scientists and science educators
under the auspices of The National
Academies with funding from the
Carnegie Foundation, the new K-12
science standards will be built around
three major dimensions: scientific and
engineering practices; cross cutting
concepts that unify science and
engineering; and disciplinary core ideas
in physical sciences, life sciences, earth
sciences; and engineering, technology,
and the applications of science. These
standards will not be implemented in
Federal Way or the state for at least
another year.

Robotics
inspires
students
to be big
thinkers

Federal Way Public Schools robotics teams expanding

R

obots: The whole idea might seem futuristic
and maybe even a little scary. A number of
Federal Way students would beg to differ,
however. They’ve seen the future, helped fabricate,
assemble and code it—and even shot Frisbees with it.
Across the district, and around the world, robotics
competitions are becoming increasingly popular, and
are sponsored by a variety of organizations. In many
of our middle schools and academies, robotics clubs
are already in full swing or are being developed for
the coming year. (See related story, below.) Students
enjoy robotics on a variety of levels—and while it
can seem like play, it’s obvious that they are learning
and applying concepts and skills that have relevance
in our electronic world.
For students representing Decatur,
Thomas Jefferson and Federal Way
High School in the 2013 FIRST®
Robotics Competition, there was
the added fun and excitement of
participating in a true sporting
event that emphasizes brain power.
The FIRST Robotics Competition
is the creation of Segway inventor Dean Kamen,
who realized that, in a culture fascinated with
sports and celebrities, inspiring kids to be ‘big
thinkers’ might be as simple as creating a sport
competition that emphasized scientific and
technological skills.
Doing so has produced some serious benefits.
Participating in a robotics program seems to increase the
likelihood that students will pursue a career in a science-related
field. Organizers of FIRST Robotics say that high school students
who participate in the project are 50 percent more likely to go
to college and twice as likely to major in science or engineering.
Not all participants will pursue robotics careers, but all can turn
pro, Kamen likes to say. “There’s a job out there for every one
of them,” he emphasizes. Troy Moss, a member of the FWHS
team, plans to study fusion theory. Teammate Matthew Gillis
says he plans to pursue his three passions, history, physics and
philosophy—because, he says, a scientist should have a good
grounding in history and philosophy.
For those who want to study robotics, like FWHS student Justin
Kon, there are multiple paths, including studying electronic
or mechanical engineering, or computer science. There’s
also significant scholarship support. For FIRST participants
alone, there are currently 160 scholarship providers offering
over 875 individual scholarship opportunities with a total
value of over $16 million.

Top, at the FIRST
Championship competition,
Dustin Martin, left, and Justin Kon
check the robot’s Frisbee-firing mechanism.
Center, RoboEagle Nicole Polyakov learns
to weld from mentor Dave Basham.
Bottom, the TJ Robotics team included
students and mentors Jared Whidden,
Eric Demoss, Lance Chandler, John Guest,
Denton Santos, Jack Chandler, Matt Wolf,
Kasey Byquist, TJ Principal Liz Drake,
Mark Best, Eugene Oh, Vivek Ramanujan,
Jerry Allmaras, Michael Zicarelli,
Justin Allmaras, Josh Guest, Tod Byquist,
Amy Sprossig, Naseem Tirhi, Ryan Johnston,
Julie Huber, Mark Wolf, Michelle Tirhi,
and Maher Tirhi.

There are robotics jobs waiting in a wide range of industries.
Because robots can perform tasks that require a degree of precision
or repetition difficult for humans, they are being increasingly used
in manufacturing. They also allow surgeons to perform delicate
surgeries, even from halfway around the world. Robots are used by
the military and in law enforcement, and allow us to explore places
that are dangerous for humans—from the bottom of the oceans to
other planets, as with the Mars Rover program.
A grant from the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
allowed the district to establish the first three district FIRST
Robotics teams this year. More teams are likely to form in the
district next year; Todd Beamer is working to establish a team,
and some middle schools may also participate.
This year, Decatur’s FIRST team was comprised of third and fourth
year aerospace and engineering students in coach Sean Smith’s
pre-engineering classes. Thanks to the excitement generated by the
competition, Smith says there’s a good chance the school will also
add a digital electronics/robotics class to the schedule. While it may
not be cheap, it is worth it, says Smith. While his students learned
programming and mechanical skills, he feels the most profound
impact on his students was the combination of collaboration and
competition. “Usually, in a sport, you’re into your own team. In
the business world, even though you are in competition, you can
glean a lot from one another.”

A

fter all the Frisbees
were shot and the
incredibly complex
scoring process was finished,
Federal Way High School’s
FIRST Robotics team emerged
with a fifth-place overall finish
at the Regional Competition in
Seattle March 29. And that was
good enough to make them the
highest rookie seed of the competition and to propel them to what’s
been called the Superbowl of Smarts—the FIRST Championship
Robotics Competition in St. Louis, Missouri.

Rookie FWHS
robotics team
wins trip to
international
competition

The live-streamed two-day event attracted over 10,000 students
from 37 countries this year. The competition randomly mixed and
matched three teams to form an alliance, which was then pitted
against another alliance. The competition required remotely
operating their robots to shoot Frisbee-like disks into a goal, to
block opposing robots from gaining position to make shots, and
to even climb a tower at the center of the field.
Dubbing themselves the RoboEagles, the five-man, three-woman
Federal Way high team competed well in its division, finishing
49th—and, but for a loose connection in the very last round, they
would have finished considerably higher.
You can see video from past competitions and hear testimonials
from the many celebrities who are helping promote the
FIRST Robotics Competition at www.youtube.com/user/
WhiteDwarfProds. The FIRST website can be found at www.
usfirst.org.

FIRST Robotics not the first robotics
program in the district, though
Several Federal Way middle schools and academies have formed
robotics clubs and joined in competitions in recent years to build
students’ interest and skills in science, technology, engineering
and math fields.
Lakota Middle School has sponsored a robotics club for the past
four years. The team meets twice a week under the guidance of
three Boeing engineers and with support from teacher Laurie
Sukola. A total of 32 students participated at least part of the year,
representing all grades, both genders and all academies.
Over at Federal Way Public Academy, science teacher Alexis
Beard has coached the school’s robotics team for five years. For the
past three, they have competed in the Monterey Bay Aquariumsponsored MATE competition.
The MATE competition requires students build their robots from
scratch—no blue print or circuitry provided. They must choose
their motor and source the parts. In addition, MATE competitions
simulate a real-life scenario involving ocean science and industries.
Last year, the Deep Water Horizon oil spill served as the model.
This year, teams were required to direct their robots to complete
specific underwater observation and construction tasks within a
certain time frame.
TAF Academy, Saghalie and Sequoyah—all of which have a
strong STEM focus—are providing robotics opportunities, or are
planning to. Sequoyah Principal Springy Yamasaki expects to add
it into the curriculum next year, and she has a theory about why
robotics has become so popular.
“Robots excite kids,” she says. “They have to think outside of
the box to solve real-world problems. And they learn that no
one student can do it alone—they have to work as part of a
collaborative team.” Those are the skills that will be highly sought
after in the future, she adds. While the technology may change,
these students will have the mechanisms by which to use it to
their advantage.

Technology levy at work
The FWHS FIRST Robotics Team,
mentors and robot, following the
regional competition: (back row, l-r)
Troy Moss, Dustin Martin, Rohit
Sharma, mentor Douglas Kon (Boeing
engineer), Matthew Gillis, mentor
Judge Dave Larson (FWHS graduate
and former FWPS board member),
Jillian Honrade, Joy McConville,
Ezekiel McNeal, mentor Mark
Hentges (owner, Air Time Aviation),
mentor Chris Martin (owner, Honest
Performance), and mentor
Dave Basham (retired
Boeing engineer).
International
Front: Justin Kon
Robotics
and Nicole
competition coming
Polyakov
up here in Federal Way
with the
If you’ve never seen a robotics
RoboEagle
competition, here’s your chance.
robot.
The International MATE
Competition will be held
June 20-22 at the King
County Aquatics
Center.

One-to-one learning
technology piloted

F

or a generation known as digital
natives, the small but powerful
computing devices called tablets are also
highly versatile learning devices. And,
thanks to the technology levy approved
by our voters in 2010, students in several
schools are piloting the possible use of
tablets district-wide.

Above, Saghalie teacher Kelsey
Alig holds QR codes for students to
photograph with their LearnPads.
This imports assignments directly
onto the LearnPad. QR codes will be
posted in classrooms in the future for
students to quickly and easily get their
assignments. Right, Nautilus student
Mia Rosa gets to know her iPad.

Gaining in-demand tech skills

AFJROTC students get
real-world cybersecurity experience

T

odd Beamer High School Air Force JROTC students and
instructors are exploring opportunities for students to
defend their country in an increasingly urgent arena—the
cyberworld. At the same time, the students are experiencing firsthand a real-world application of science, technology, engineering
and math skills.
Recent news reports have detailed a new wave of cyberattacks on
American corporations. No doubt recognizing the need to grow
a generation of citizens with the skills to defend against these
attacks on our military and economic infrastructure, the Air Force
Association (AFA) organized the first CyberPatriot competition
in 2009. By 2013, 1,500 teams of JROTC and non-JROTC
students representing high schools across the nation had joined
the competition.
The competition involves simulated cyber attacks on virtual
imaged secure computers. Students are provided with an intriguing
scenario in which they can directly apply skills necessary for today’s
job market, says Ret. Maj. Barry Jones, who serves as the Senior
Aerospace Science Instructor for the Air Force Junior Reserve
Officer Training Corps (AFJROTC) program at Todd Beamer High
and coach of one of its CyberPatriot teams.
Jones has also arranged for the TBHS
CyberPatriot teams to visit the west coast offices
of the FBI to learn about their cybersecurity
responsibilities. During a summer leadership
camp, cadets from both the TBHS and Federal
Way High School AFJROTC visited Joint Base
Lewis McChord’s cybersecurity unit.

Karen Noel, the mother of a Beamer CyberPatriot team member,
says that participating in the CyberPatriot preparation and
competition has given her son a focus for the future. “This has
been an amazing experience that has given him insight into other
areas that he wouldn’t have otherwise had.”
Her son, Brandon Noel, has applied and has been invited to
interview for an internship with the Northrup Grumman
Foundation, a major sponsor of the CyberPatriot competition. The
foundation created a program that offers internships to qualified
high school students who are interested in the field of cybersecurity
and other technical careers. Being a CyberPatriot competitor, is a
“preferred qualification” for these internships.

Community partnership
in cybersecurity

Four years ago, Todd Beamer AFJROTC cadets fielded one team
in their first CyberPatriot competition, using a couple of computers
at the high school. Over time, participation grew to two teams
and the school reached out to DeVry University in Federal Way,
forming what has become a mutually
beneficial partnership. “It was a natural
move to help expand our capabilities and
“Our government,
opportunities for students,” Jones notes.

military, and business
employers desperately
need an elite band of
digital defenders.”

– Bob Bunge, Associate Professor,
College of Engineering and
Information Sciences, DeVry University

Next year, four teams of Beamer students
will continue to use the DeVry computer
lab for practice and competition, at the
invitation of Bob Bunge, an associate
professor with the College of
Engineering and Information
Sciences at DeVry University. Bunge
teaches computer information
systems, network security and
simulation development and, along
with his DeVry students, mentors
Beamer CyberPatriot competitors.
Bunge is currently working with
the Seattle chapter of the AFA
and the district’s AFJROTC staff
to bring CyberPatriot teams to
more schools in the district and is
developing lesson plans to match
the CyberPatriot-provided training
materials for team mentors’ use.
(L-R) Beamer AFJROTC cadets
Brandon Noel, Spencer Walton
and Devin Dawson discussed the
CyberPatriot program with the
state Senate’s Early Learning
and K-12 Education Committee
in February.

In March 2013, Woodmont and Nautilus
K-8 students in grades 6-8 received iPads
for use at school. The iPads can be used to
read from multiple books, practice spelling
words, create documents or produce a
project. The iPad’s popularity has resulted
in a library of educational apps for the
devices.
In the first
week of use,
Woodmont
Principal
Donna
Bogle said
her students
were “on
fire” with the
devices, and
her enthusiasm
hasn’t dimmed.
She described
a wide variety
of learning
activities her
students are
doing using just the iPad. They’ve used a
3-D program that allows them to explore
the Earth, created musical compositions
during music class using the Garage
Band app, and filmed the district science
coordinator working with the school’s
salmon tank, then edited their video
on their iPads. Using an app called
NoteShelf, students take notes in class.
They can work on math in the Edmodo
app, and go to the Khan Academy to
watch videos that show them how to do
specific procedures. And that still doesn’t
fully cover the breadth of learning taking
place with the devices.

LearnPads offer another
tablet alternative
Mirror Lake, Olympic View and the Math
and Science Academy at Saghalie are
piloting another tablet, LearnPad, which is
dedicated to education apps.
LearnPads come with digital textbooks
pre-loaded and a variety of web resources
and apps. Students get their assignments
from the teacher directly to the tablet. “The
teacher has complete control over the
device, allowing him or her to modify their
instruction for individual student learning
needs,” FWPS Instructional Technology
Specialist Dawn Brown says.
Both this and the iPad pilots are also
allowing the district to explore the use
of one-to-one technology, in which each
student has a device assigned to him
or her for the year. Elementary schools
are piloting the use of tablets in learning
stations; in other words, several students
will use the same device.
Why is access to this technology
important? Aside from the myriad of
learning opportunities the devices offer,
exposing students to them is an important
piece in removing the opportunity gap
for students whose families don’t have the
resources to buy tablets for use at home.
And then there’s the matter of
engagement—getting and keeping the
student’s interest in learning. There’s no
question tablets are capable of doing that.
”Several of my students said this is the best
thing that’s ever happened to them,” Bogle
says with a chuckle.

Hatching a great idea
Students storm the sound
with salmon

E

ducators and public officials joined
several thousand anxious salmon fry
at the West Hylebos Wetlands April 12
to bring hands-on science education to
over 300 excited elementary and middle
school students.
The students released the salmon they’ve
been raising and studying since January
with the goal that the fish will return to
Hylebos Creek in three to four years to
start a new generation of salmon.
The salmon release event was the
culmination of the first year of Storming
the Sound with Salmon, a partnership
between the City of Federal Way and
Federal Way Public Schools to promote
science and environmental education.
“Seeing the excitement and joy on the
students’ faces as they release their
salmon, it’s easy to overlook the learning
that’s taking place,” said Mayor Skip
Priest. “These students are learning
scientific concepts, they’re learning about
the environment and creatures around
them, and they’re learning about being
stewards of their community.”
After releasing salmon to the waters of
the Hylebos, students participated in
habitat restoration activities and fun,
hands-on science education exercises with
EarthCorps, Friends of Issaquah Salmon
Hatchery, Highline Community College
Marine Science and Technology Center,
and district and city staff.
The innovative effort is supported by
a $73,000 Department of Ecology
Municipal Stormwater Grant of Regional
or Statewide Significance.

Coming this fall: new online gradebook and changes to grading

New online
grades and student
information system

P

arents of students in Federal Way Public Schools will notice
significant changes when checking their children’s online
grades and records next year.

O

ver the past 16 months, several committees and
interest groups have met to discuss the district’s
standards-based grading system. After two full years
with the system, the district’s leadership, teachers,
parent committee members and student groups
brought excellent insights into what was working
well, and what needs improvement. Here’s what
parents and students can expect next year:
• Learning targets will no longer be part of the formal
grade calculation. Grades will reflect mastery of
priority standards* (formerly power standards) only.

It’s all thanks to the current technology levy approved by voters
in 2010, which provided funds for the implementation of a new
student information system (SIS). Such systems house a variety
of student data, from name, address and parents’ phone numbers,
to grades, absences and tardies, and much more. The district’s
current SIS was originally implemented in the district in 1998
and, much like a 15-year-old cell phone, has reached the end of
its useful life. The technology is outdated and doesn’t work well
with other vendors’ systems. In fact, the company is taking the
system off-line in the next year.

• Instead of scoring priority standards on a 1 or
0 scale, teachers will now assign a 4, 3, 2 or 1.
Rubrics are being created to guide teachers in
teaching, assessing and grading priority standards
in order to ensure consistency.

Aware of the pending discontinuation, the district’s IT staff
conducted a thorough search for a replacement student information
system. In the end, the district selected Synergy, which includes
the new SIS and a suite of related products.

• At the elementary level, the grade book will show
progress for standards rather than an overall
subject score. This will provide parents a more
specific understanding of their child’s strengths.

Those products include an online grade book, and parent and
student portals, which will be implemented by the district this fall,
too. Many of the frustrations experienced by staff and parents in
the past couple of years had to do with the old SIS’ incompatibility
with the gradebook and other software. The new Synergy suite of
products provides tight integration between the SIS, grade book,
and portals.

*With the shift to Common Core State Standards
(CCSS) in English language arts and math, the district
has worked to align and prioritize our former power
standards to the CCSS. We are now referring to these
standards as priority standards—the most important
standards for students to know. (Read more on page 1.)

Parents will be able to view grades and other student information
such as attendance history and immunization status through
a web-based portal called ParentVUE®, while students will use
StudentVUE®. Many features will be the same between the two,
with key differences. For example, students will not be able to view
their siblings’ information.
Staff, parents and students will receive more information before
the system goes live, but here are a few of the features they can
look forward to in the new system:
• Each parent and student will have his or her own log-in.
• Parents will be able to access information for all of their
children through a single log-in.

• High school students will still receive letter grades,
while the BAME (beginning, approaching, meeting,
excelling) scale is still used at the middle school
level.

Parents, watch for more information
this fall!

• Parents and students will be able to access ParentVUE and
StudentVUE via apps on Android and Apple mobile products.
• Parents can set personal preferences for text, phone call or
email notifications if they want to know if their student is
absent, tardy, a grade drops below a C, and so on.
• Students can save information on the system. Work started at
school can be finished at home, as long as there’s an internet
connection, and then submitted electronically.

Programming a future in code

TEALS teachers aim to change lives at Career Academy

C

The need is great. It is projected that by 2018, there will be a
need for 1.4 million computer science jobs in the U.S. Current
estimates show that only 29 percent of that demand can be met
by U.S. graduates.

Computer science majors can expect to earn nearly $100,000
annually by their mid-career, according PayScale’s massive
compensation database. That, coupled with job growth projections,
led to computer science being named the third most valuable
college major by Forbes Magazine in 2012.

“Every discipline needs more and more computer professionals.
This demand continues to grow and we need more people who
are competent and capable with computers,” said Al Gifford, a
senior development lead at Microsoft who teaches with Sidwell
at Career Academy. “I’m teaching a skill that they will be able to
use no matter what industry they go into.”

ecil Sidwell, a program manager at Microsoft, has a gift
he’s willing to share with any student at Career Academy
at Truman who’s interested—his knowledge of computer
programming. It’s something that Sidwell insists, and evidence
suggests, can change a young student’s life.

Students from Brigadoon,
Camelot, Lakota, Lakeland,
Mirror Lake, Panther
Lake, Saghalie, Sequoyah,
Sherwood Forest, Star
Lake, Twin Lakes,
Wildwood and Woodmont
participated in releasing
salmon fry (at right). They
also learned about salmon
anatomy with a Friends
of Issaquah Salmon
hatchery (above).

Experimenting with new subjects can be costly in college.
High school or middle school are the best time for students to
be introduced to new subjects. But out of 1.06 million public
high school teachers nationwide, only
5,357 teach computer science.
Just 2,000 are College Board AP
computer science audited and
approved, Sidwell says. This leaves
most high schools unequipped to
provide quality higher-level computer
instruction.
It’s a challenge to implement
computer science programs in the
district because of the difficulty
in finding qualified teachers, said
Nancy Hawkins, FWPS Director of
Career and Technical Education. “The
traditionally-prepared teacher doesn’t
have computer programming in their
training,” Hawkins said.
That’s where TEALS comes in. TEALS,
which stands for Technology Education
and Literacy in Schools, is a grassroots
Microsoft program that brings volunteers
from Microsoft to classrooms. The volunteers work with the
regular classroom teachers throughout the school year to bring
computer programming classes to the schools. It began in 2010
with 10 teachers, and has rapidly grown to more than 120 volunteer
teachers working in 37 schools, across seven states.

In Federal Way, the program began at Truman in 2012. There is
no cost to the district. “They really are giving us an extremely
valuable commodity that we would have no ability to afford any
other way,” Hawkins said.
Patricia Ford, the Truman business education teacher who works
with the TEALS teachers, said she has seen her students learn an
amazing amount and grow more passionate about computer science
since the TEALS teachers came to the school.
“These guys are just fabulous. They have a great rapport with the
students,” Ford said of the Microsoft volunteers. “Sometimes, I
have to reel them in and slow them down. They have so much
knowledge.”
The TEALS program will continue with Microsoft volunteers at
Truman for one more year before TEALS is moved to another
school within the district. The goal is for the TEALS program
to spend two years at each high school, Hawkins said. When the
TEALS teachers leave, the computer science program will remain,
with a classroom teacher leading it.
In addition to gaining experience with computer programming,
students in the TEALS programs can develop contacts with
people at Microsoft through field trips and other opportunities.
Some students are offered internships. For any student ready for
the challenge, they can open the door to a very lucrative career
through the TEALS program.
“It’s changing their lives,” Gifford said. “It’s literally giving them
skills that will create a future for them. It’s a good, solid future.”

